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In the course of the seminar on automatic theprem-proving, which took 
place at the Mathematical Centre from October '70 till July '71, we 
made a theorem-proving-program. In this report we briefly review 
the theory and publish the program, together with some results. 
The program can be used to prove theorems expressed in the first order 
predicate calculus. We assume that the reader is familiar with this 
subject and also that he has some knowledge of model theory. For both 
subjects we refer to Mendelson [1]. 
Reference 
[1] Elliot Mendelson, Introduction to mathematical logic. 
D. van Nostrand Company, Inc. Princeton, 1964. 
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1. Names and notions 
Let some axioms A1, ••• ,Anand an alleged theorem B be given. We want 
to get an answer to the question: does B follow from A1 A~ A ••• A l\i• 
We try to settle this by showing that ,(A1"¾A ••• Al\i+B) is a contradic-
tion, or, equivalently, that (A1AA2A ••• AJ\iA,B) is unsatisfiable (i.e. 
false for every interpretation). 
The formulae have to be given in a special subset of the predicate 
calculus, to wit as a conjunction of clauses. 
1.1. Clauses 
A clause is a disjunction of literals. ,,A literal is a predicate (also 
' 
called: atomic formula, atom), possibly preceded by a negation symbol, 
It can be proved [1], [2] that for every formula of the predicate 
calculus there exists a conjunction of clauses, preceded by a universal 
quantifier for each variable that occurs in that conjunction, which is 
true iff that formula is. 
We now give an outline of the construction of that conjunction of 
clauses. Let the original formula be F. 
The first step is rewrite Fin prenex normal form [3J. That means, 
finding a formula F1 which holds iff F holds, and, moreover, has the 
structure Q1x1 Q2½, ... ,~~A, in which Q1, ••• , Qn are quantifiers, 
•. A is a formula which contains no quantifiers and x1, ... , xn are all 
the variables that occur on A. 
The second step consists of rewriting A as a conjunction of disjunctions 
of literals. 
The third step is to eliminate the existential quantifiers from the 
sequence Q1x1, ... , Qnxn. This is achieved in the following way: 
Let i be the smallest index such that Qi is an existential quantifier, 
If there is none, the third step is finished; else we introduce a 
Skolem function [2J,with parameters x1, .•• ,xi-land substitute it 
for every occurrence of xi; if i = 1 then the Skolem function has no 
parameters. Now we delete Qixi from the prenex, and start again. 
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As every clause is now always preceded by a universal quantifier for 
each variable we need no longer write these quantifiers but simply 
remember their implied presence. 
1 . 2. Example 
Say we have a set Vanda multiplication operator*, and the following 
axioms: 
axiom 1 : Yx,y :I z X*Y = z (product in V), 
axiom 2: Vx,y 3z z*x = y (left solution), 
axiom 3: Yx,y ]z x*z = y (right solution), 
axiom 4: Vx,y,u (x*y)*U = X*(Y*U) (associativity), 
theorem: _3xVy Y*X = y (identity element). 
In order to translate this into predicate calculus we introduce the 
predicate P(x,y,z), which can be interpreted as X*Y = z. 
axiom 1 : 'tlX,lj 3z 
axiom 2: Vx,y 3z 
axiom 3: tlx,y 3 2 
axiom 4: l:fx, IJ, z, u., v,w 








If we now perform our three steps, where Fis taken to be the conjunc~ 
tion of the above axioms and negated theorem, we obtain the following 
result (which, by convention, is denoted as a set of c~auses rather 
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-,p(x,y,z) v -,p(y,u,v) v '."'I P(z,u,w} v P(x,v,w), 
-.P(x,y,z} v--. P(y,u,v} v-. P(x,v,w) v P(z,u,w), 
-iP!j{x.},x,j(x)). 
In this report we shall sometimes consider the clauses as a set of 
literals; an important role is played by the "null clause" which is the 
empty set of literals, denoted by □. 
References 
[ 1 J M. Davis and IL Putnam, A computing procedure for quantification 
theory, J. Assoc. Comp. Mach. 7 (1960), 201-215, 
[2] M. Davis, Eliminating the irrelevant from mechanical proofs, 
Proc. Sympos. Appl. Math., Vol. 18, Amer. Math. Soc., 
Providence, R.I., 1963, 15-30. 
[3] Elliot Mendelson, Introduction to mathematical logic, 
D. van Nostrand, Inc. Princeton, 1964. 
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2. Various proof procedures using the resolution rule 
A proof procedure (T,I) consists of an inference system T, which deter-
mines a search space, and a search strategy I, which provides the way 
of searching this space. 
An inference system T can be complete or incomplete; similarly, a search 
strategy I for a given complete T may or may not be complete for ob-
taining proofs constructable in T [ 1 J, [2]. 
2.1. Inference rules and completeness 
In resolution theory, T consists in general of one rule of inference: 
the resolution rule or some refinement of this rule [3], [4]. 
First we h~ve to explain the so-called unification algorithm. Two 
literals k and 1 are called unifiable if there exists a substitution T 
such that kT = lT; kT is then an instance of both k and 1. 
If there is such a substitution then there is a most general substitu-
tion cr such that, if Tis a substitution such that kT = lT, then Tis a 
composition of cr and another substitution, say A; thus, T = GA, The in-
stance kcr is then called the most general instance of k and 1. 
The unification algorithm can be described as follows: 





if k8. = le., then stop and e. is the most general substitution; 
J J J 
scan ke. and le. in parallel· from left to right and locate the 
J J 
leftmost position in which they do not agree; let tl and t2 be the 
terms which begin at that position; if neither tl nor t2 is a 
variable or either tl or t2 is a variable which is properly con-
tained in the other, then stop: k and 1 are not unifiable; 
if tl is a variable then set 8. 1 = e. { t2; U}, else set . J+ J 
e. 1 = e. {tllt2}, add 1 to j and goto step 2. J+ J 
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We can now define the resolution rule. 
The resolution rule: If A and Bare clauses (without any variables in 
common) containing literals k and 1 respectively such that k and 1 are 
"opposite in sign" but Jkl and Ill (where lkJ is meant to be the liter-
al k with its negation sign, if any, deleted) have a most general com-
mon instance m and a is the most general substitution with 
m = lklcr = Illa, then infer from A and B the clause 
C = (A-{k})cr u (B-{l})cr. 
C is called a resolvent of A and B. 
R(A,B) denotes all resolvents that can be derived from A and B; note 
that R(A,B} = R(B,A). 
Some examples 
1. From the clauses P(~, V-i Q_(x) and-, P(x] v -, P(y) v R(x,y) we can 
derive two new clauses: one by unifying P(x) and -,P(x): 
., Q_(x) v -, P(yl v R(x,y) 
and one by unifying :P(x) and-, P(y): 
.....,Q_(y) v-,P{x) vR(x,y). 
2. From the clauses P(x,o(x,y),z) v Q_(x,z) and 
--,p(h(x),y,g(x;y)) v R(x,y) we derive the clause: 
Q_(h(x),g(x,o{h(x),t))l V R(x,o(h(x),t)). 
This we shall show step by step: 
First, take care that the variables differ: 
P(.6,o(.6,t),v) V Q_(.6,v) 
-iP(h{x),y,g{x,y)) v R{x,y) 
j = 0 and 00 = E: 
scan from left to right: 
01 = {h(x)l.6} j = 1 
02 = {h(xl J.6, o(h(x),tl IY} j = 2 
03 =•'{h(~)l.6, o(h(x),t)Jy, g(x,o(h(x),t))Jv} 




P(h(x), o (h(x) ,t},g (x, o (h(x) ,t))). 
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3. An example of two literals which are not unifiable: 
P!x,o(x)) and P(y,g(yl) 
or 
P(x,,o(xl) and P(.6,.6). 
What can we do with this inference rule? 
Given some axioms A1, ••• ,Anand an alleged theorem B, we want to get 
an answer to the question: does B follow from A1 A~ A ••• A l\i• 
We transform this question into: is the set containing {A1, ••• ,An'-. B} 
unsatisfiable. 
We suppose A1, ••• , l\i, -.B to be in clause form; we can then derive 
new clauses from this set of clauses, 
The completeness of the resolution rule means that i.f A1 , ••• , l\i, -, B 
is ah unsatisfiable set of clauses, then we can derive in a finite 
number of steps the null clause (denoted by 0), and if we can derive 
the null clause the original set was unsatisfiable. 
If the initial set of clauses is S (the axioms and the negated theorem), 
the resolution rule defines the search s~ace as follows: 
0 
R (S) = S 
n ~ 0: Rn+l(S) ={CI c E R(A,B) & A,B E If-(s)} u R11(s). 
Completeness now means: 
Sis unsatisfiable iff there is an n such that 
Each refinement of the resolution rule has associated with it a 
refining condition P(A,B) on pairs of clauses A,B: a refinement allows 
only the resolvents of clauses A,B satisfying P to be generated. 
If if (s) denotes the subset of Ji1(S) that will be generated by a 
refinement, then: 
if (S) = S 
n ~ 0: R11+1 (S) ={CI CE R(A,B) & A,B E Rn(S) & 
(P (A,B) v P (B,A)) } u R'-1 (S) • 
n n 
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The completeness again states that Sis unsatisfiable iff there is an 
n such that □ E it'1(S). 
....n ....n-1 -1 
If, for a clause C, CE K (S) - H (S), where R (S) is taken to be 
¢, we say that C is a clause of level n. The level of a clause is not 
uniquely determined because the same clause can be constructed in 
several ways. The level of Dis called.the level of the proof. In the 
sequel the phrase '.'l is the level of C" means 1 is equal to the smallest 
n such that CE R11(s) - If-1 (s). 
We shall mention only such refinements as we have implemented. 
1. Unrestricted binary resolution, mentioned above, Pn(A,B) = true. 
2. Plus p-resolution, allowing only to make so-called +p deductions. 
A positive clause is a clause which contains no negative literals; 
~ negative clause contains only negative literals. 
Condition for plus p-resolution: 
Pn(A,B) = df A is a positive clause. 
3, Minus-p-resolution; condition: 
Pn(A,B) = df A is a negative clause. 
4. Resolution with set of support. 
A subset of Sis chosen as a support set T. 
P (A,B) = df A E R11{S) - (S-T) or BE R11(S) - {S-T) n . 
for n = 1 this gives: A ET; thus only such clauses are derived 
in whose derivation at least one clause is used which is taken 
from the support set. 
This refinement yields a complete inference system iff S - Tis 
a satisfiable subset of S (for example the axioms). 
5, Linear resolution with set of support. 
Let R-l (S) be the set S - T where T i·s the support set: 
Pn(A,B) = df (AES V AETr(B)) & (BER.11(S) - if1--1 (s)). 
A E Tr(B) means: A belongs to the deduction tree of B. 
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Completeness 
The shortest proofs for completeness are given by Anderson and Bledsoe 
Essential in those proofs is the so-called lifting lemma (Robinson) 
proved in [6]. 
A ground clause is a clause which contains no variables. 
Very informally described this lemma states that when R denotes the 
resolution operation and P denotes some very specific instantiation 
(replacing of variables by constants) then R(P(S))-=. P(R(S)); as a 
generalization the relation Rn(P(S))-=. P(i1{S)) holds. 
This means that if we have proved the completeness of the resolution 
rule for ground clauses, implying a proof of 3n De: Rn(P(S)), we can 
conclude that De: i1(S) which completes the proof of the general 
completeness. 
We will therefore prove completeness of unrestricted resolution for 
ground clauses according to [5] as an example, 
Define k(S) = ( I JcJ) - jsJ where jsj is the number of clauses in S 
Ce:S 
and jcJ the number of literals in the clause C. 
Theorem. If Sis an unsatisfiable set of ground clauses then D can be 
deduced by resolution, 
Proof, By induction on k(S). 
Step 1. If k(S) = 0 then either De: S or S consis~s only of unit 
clauses. The only way in which a set of unit clauses can be unsatisfi-
able is for two of those unit clauses tobe negations of each other. 
Using these two clauses will immediately produce □. 
Step 2. Suppose a) Sis an unsatisfiable set of clauses with 
k(S) = N>O and b) for any unsatisfiable S' of clauses with k(S') < N 
there is a deduction of D from S by resolution. 
If De: S, we have finished, so suppose Di S; since k(S) > 0 there is 
at least one clause of the form Av L where Lis a literal, so 
S = S' u {Av:::..}. 
Consider the sets s1 =S'u{A} and s2 = S'u{L}. 
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Note that both sets are unsatisfiable and k(S1) < N and k(S2) < N. From 
the induction hypothesis it follows that there is both a deduction of D 
from s1 and a deduction of D from s2 by resolution; in other words: for 
some m and n: DE Ifl(s1) and DE If(s2). If D can be deduced by resolu-
tion from s 1 then either Dor {L} can be deduced from S by simply per-
forming the same resolution steps. 
When {L} is produced, all clauses of s 2 = S'u{L} are produced from S by 
resolution (since surely those of S' are); so s2 ~ Ifl(s), hence 
If(S2) ~ rn(S): so □ is produced by resolution from S. This completes 
the proof. 
2.2. Search strategies and completeness 
The search space can be searched in several ways. In our program two 
strategies can be chosen: 
1. A complexity saturation strategy, 
or 
2. A diagonal search strategy given in [1] and applied for example 
in [7]. 
We have to define complexity of a clause. This can be done in several 
ways. In the program the level of a clause is chosen as the complexity 
of that clause; a different definition of complexity would have been 
the number of resolution steps taken before finding this clause (number 
of edges in the deduction tree). 
A complexity saturation search strategy first generates all clauses of 
complexity O and will generate all clauses of complexity f before 
generating any clause of complexity f + 1. 
When, in our program, this strategy is chosen first all resolvents of 
level 1 are generated, then those of level 2 and so on. 
One restriction was incorporated: upon finding a unit clause the pro-
gram tries to unify this clause with all unit clauses with opposite 
sign generated before, in an attempt to derive the null clause. 
The completeness of this strategy follows from the completeness of the 
inference system. 
Saturation strategies are inefficient but complete and terminate for 
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any unsatisfiable S with a refutation (deduction of □) of least com~ 
plexity, 
A diagonal search strategy generated clauses in order of cost, where 
the cost of a clause is defined as the sum of the complexity g of the 
clause and its 'heuristic value' h. 
This heuristic value can be for example the number of literals of the 
clause, which is an estimate (specifically, a lower bound} of the path 
that must be covered before reaching the null clause. 
This search strategy is called diagonal as clauses of the same cost 
(g+h) are on the same diagonal when plotted in a two dimensional array 
with coordinates g and h. (fig. 1). 
6 
heuristic value 
0 2 3 4 5 
fig. 1. Order of generating clauses by 
using a diagonal search strategy. 
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Input clauses have complexity zero, 
In the program we have chosen 'level' as complexity and 'number of 
literals' as heuristic value of a clause. 
If S has a refutation of least complexity k then both complexity 
saturation and diagonal search terminate with a simplest proof. 
Saturation search generates all clauses generated by diagonal search 
(with the same function as complexity) but will generate in addition 
all clauses of complexity less.thank with cost greater thank. 
So diagonal search is always at least as efficient as complexity 
saturation search. 
For some examples see section 3,4. 
2.3. Edit strategies 
A gene·rated clause can be redundant; an edit strategy tries to delete 
some of these redundant clauses. 
An edit strategy can be compatible or incompatible with the proof 
procedure used [2]. 
1) Deletion of clauses which are alphabetic variants of clauses 
already in memory. 
2) Deletion of tautologies (clauses of the form P v -,p), 
3) Clauses of the form P v P v Qare transformed to 
p V Q. 
These three strategies are compatible with all complete proof proce-
dures using a resolution rule, 
4) An important edit strategy, not implemented in the program, is the 
deletion of so-called subsumed clauses. 
For example: if we have generated a clause A and we now generate 
a clause Av B or vice versa, this clause Av B gives us no more 
information and may be deleted, 
5) The user gives a limit to the number of literals of the generated 
clauses; no clauses with a greater number of literals will be 
generated. Also, a limit to the depth of nesting of function 
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symbols may be prescribed. These latter strategies are, of course, 
incompatible ·with any proof procedure, but sometimes they may help 
lls to f1nd a proof more qu1ckly. 
It is clear that we should try to avoid generating redundant clauses 
in the first place in stead of deleting them afterwards. 
References 
[1] D. Luckham, The resolution principle in theorem proving. Machine 
Intelligence I (eds. Collins and Michie) (1967), 47-63. 
[2] R. Kowalski, Search strategies for theorem proving. Machine 
Intelligence V (eds. Meltzer and Michie) (1970), 181-202. 
[3] D. Luckham, Refinement theorems in resolution theory. Symp. on 
Aut. Dem. Lecture notes in Mathematics 125 (1970), 
163-190, 
[4] J. Allen and D. Luckham, An interactive theorem proving program. 
Machine Intelligence V (eds. Meltzer and Michie) (1970), 
321-337, 
[5] R. Anderson and W. Bledsoe, A linear format for resolution with 
merging and a new technique for establishing completeness. 
JACM July 1970, 525-534. 
[6] J.A. Robinson, A machine oriented logic based on the resolution 
principle. JACM January 1965, 23-41. 
[7] R. Kowalski and D. Keuhner. Linear resolution with selection 
function. Memo 34, October 1970, Metamathematics Unit. 
Edinburgh University. 
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3, The program 
3,1. Description 
The program is organized in such a way that it can be used both off 
line and on line, The version published here is off line. For the on 
line version the Boolean on line must be set btue and the system pr~-
cedures Jc.e,,6ym, pMym, pM.nttext, nlCJL and new page ( see [ 1 J) require 
an environment in which they work through a teletype. 
input description for the theorem-prover. 
<theory> ::= <heading> <list of axi0ms> <bar> <negated theorem>, 
<heading> ::= <thinking time>, <strategy letter>, <inf system letter>, 
<maximal number of literals>, 
<maximal depth>, 
<strategy letter> ::= -0Jd 
<inf system letter> ::= ujpJmJ-0Jl 
<list of axioms> ::= <list of clauses> 
<negated theorem> ··= <list of clauses> 
<list of clauses> ··= <clause>j<list of clauses>, <clause> 
<clause> ::= <clause number>:<list of literals> <comment> 
<list of literals> ::= <literal>J<list of literals>V<literal> 
<literal> ::= <predicate>J,<predicate> 
<predicate> ::= <predicate letter> <idgit> <parameter part> 
<predicate letter> ::= kJlJmlnJojpJqJJc.. 
<idgit> ::= <empty>JOJ 7J2J3 
<parameter part> ::= <empty>J (<list of terms>) 
<list of terms> ::= <term>J<list of terms>, <term> 
<term> ::= <constant>J<function>J<variable> 
<constant> ::= <constant letter> <idgit>J<unsigned integer> 
<constant letter> ::= aJbJeJdJe 
<function> ::= <function letter> <idgit> <parameter part> 
<function letter> ::= olgJhliJj 
<variable> ::= <variable letter> <idgit> 
<variable letter> ::= -0JtjuJvJwJxJyJz 
<comment> .. ,, .. - '<string not containing 1 >1 J<empty> 
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<inf system letter>; 
u unrestricted resolution, 
p plus P resolution, 
m minus P resolution, 
-0 set of support, with the negated theorem as a support set, 
l linear resolution with set of support. 
<thinking time>; to be expressed in seconds. 
<clause number>; all clauses of a theory are numbered, starting with 1 
for the first clause. 
<idgit>; the idgits zero and empty are considered identical. 
Capitals and their corresponding small letters are considered identical. 
, 
Example: existence of the left-inversion. 
-1 
axioms: x.x = e, 
x .. e = x, 
x. (y.u). = (x.y). u, 
theorem: 
-1 x.x = e. 
input for the theorem-prover: 
100, d, p, 8, 8, 
1: P(x.,g(x),e.), 
2: P(x,e.,x), 
3: ,P(y,u,v) v -iP(x,v,w) v -,p(x,y,z) v P(z,u,w), 
4: -.P(x,y,z) v ,P(z,u.,w) v -, P{y,u,v) v P(x,v,w)J 
5: ~P(x.,a., e.). 
If a theory which is used as input is not in accordance with the input 
description, it is skipped by the off line version. The one line version 
will skip
0
the theory if the error is in the heading, but if there is an 
error in a clause, only that clause is skipped ar1_:d asked for again. 
Skipping in the on line version is done by setting the integer .lo-0tockp 
equal to zero. 
All initial and deduced clauses are stored in the array &a.Me., referen-
ces to these clauses are in a.uom [ ]. The figure shows the organization 
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of axiom and c.lauJ.,e for the e1tuation of the simple theory: 
1: P( 0) 




the value of Iopa is 
the index,of this cell 
-+ 
the value of h,[po is -+ 
the index of this cell 
maxc.l is the length 
of the array c.lauJ., e 
-+ 
cJ'..auJ., e 





















For each existing function or predicate the number of parameters is 
stored in the array nopan. In the array -0ub-0.tlt.uV..on there is a cell 
for each variable. If there are no substitutions for a certain variable, 
its cell contains zero, else its cell contains a reference to a complete 
term in the array ci.a.U6e. In this way there can be some kind of recursion 
in the substitution; e.g., the cell of x. refers to 6(vl while the cell of 
v refers to w. 
Each cycle of computation may be considered beginning with a choice 
operation where two clauses from the list of clauses already in memory 
are chosen to make the next deduction, according to the search strategy 
(procedure -0eMch if complexity saturation is required and procedure 
-0eMch diagonal. if the diagonal search strategy is used) and the infer-
ence system ( the Boolean procedure, co~idU., j) delivers the value .tJw.e 
only if the two clauses with number i and j satisfy the condition given 
by the inference system) chosen by the user. 
Then the procedure ne1:iolve is called with the numbers of the two clauses 
as parameters. 
Resolve begins to check if there is any time left to go on at all; if 
there is, it verifies whether the new clause will have too many literals 
(edit strategy); if so, we return and choose the next two clauses, 
otherwise we search for two complementary literals in the two clauses 
and try to unify those two. 
The implementation of the unification algorithm. 
We wrote an integer procedure -0ub-0ym, one of whose parameters is a pre-
dicate. The first call of -0ub-0ym delivers the predicate identifier and 
subsequent calls deliver one after the other the symbols of its para-
meter list while any defined substitutions are being performed. After 
the last symbol has been delivered -0ub-0ym yields the value 1000 upon the 
next call. With the help of -0ub-0ym we wrote -0ub-0ym1 (p~ed 1) and 
-0ub-0ym2 (p~ed 2) which make it possible to deliver two predicates simul-
taneously. 
The Boolean procedure uni6iable (pned 1, p~ed 2) checks if p~ed 1 and 
pned 2 are unifiable and fills the array -0ub-0.tlt.uV..on. Local to 
uni6iable is the procedure -0ub-0.tlt.uV..on con.tJwl which makes sure :that 
the variable for which we need a substitution does not occur in the 
pat'ameterlist of the function that is to be substituted, As a side 
effect a correct substitution is noted, 
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We now give a simplified description of uni6iable: 
L: .t1:= 1.iub1.iym 1 (pJLed 1); .t2:= 1.iub1.iym 2 (pJLed 2); 
i6 .t1 = 1000 A .t2 = 1000 .then uni6iable := .bw.e 
we 
Yi._ .t1 = .t2 .then go.to L 
we 
i6 (vcvuable (.t1) v vcvuable (.t2)} A 
1.iub1.i.t.Uutlon c.onbt.ol .then go.to L 
we 
uni.Mab.le : = oall.i e 
When we have found the clauses to be unifiable we can construct the re-
solvent by using 1.iub1.iym (procedure make J/.eJ.iolven:t). If the resolvent is 
a null clause we print the proof; if it is a unit clause we look ahead 
if the null clause can be generated directly; else we first examine 
whether the clause just generated is a redundant one (edit strategy). 
If the new clause (number= noel) is a tautology, the procedure no.taut 
delivers the value 6al'-ie and the clause is skipped; when it is a alpha-
betic variant of some clause already in memory, no.tdupl delivers the 
value 6al'-ie and we also skip this clause and choose the next two clauses 
to be resolved. 
If the clause is not deleted we fill the array hl6.toJLy: hl6.toJLy [noc.l] 
becomes the number of the first parent* maax (maximum of the number of 
clauses that can be stored in the memory) + the number of the second 
parent. This array hl6.toJLy is used to print out the proof when the null 
claus~ has been found. 
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begin comment 3.2s The text of the .ALOOL-60-prog~~; 
'ooolean on line; 
integer isstockp; 
on line:= false; 
begin integer left bracket, right bracket, comma, negsym, orsym, 
colon, period, bar, apos, new line, tabsym, space sym, letter 
d, letters, letter u, letter 1, letter p, letter m, maxcl, maax; 
maxcl:= 20000; maax:= 1000; comma:= 87; colon:= 90; 
negsym:= if on line.then 65_~i~~ 76; 
orsym:= ifon line then 64 e!se"79; period:= 88; 
left bracket:= 98; rignt bracket:= 99; new line:= 119; 
tabsym:= 118; spag~~ym:= 93;~apos:= 120; 
bar:= if on line then 67 else 127; letters:= 28; letter d:= 13; 
letteru:= 30; letter p:=~ letter m:= 22; letter 1:= 21; 
begin integer think time, strategy; litno, depth, start, level, 
proof time, inf syst, noax, noth, noel, lopo, hipo, sym, 
bracket counter, address1, address2 1 last term or pred1, last 
term or pred2, stackp1, stackp2, number of theories, i; 
integer array axiom[1:maax], clause[1:maxcl], history[1:maax], 
substitution[280~359], nopar[150:279], substack1, 
substack2[0:8o,1:2]; 
boolean execute, on; 
procedure read heading; 
begin 
procedure seperator; if sym = comma then readsym else 
error(ff, er(15), exi't}'; 
sym:= O; bracket counter:= O; 
think time:= r~ad1(~~~d sym, sym); 
if think time< 0 then exit; seperator; strategy:= sym; 
readsym; seperator; inf syst:"" sym; readsym; seperator; 
litno:= read1(reaa.sym; sym); ~eperator; 
depth:= read1(readsym, sym); if sym + comma then error( 
ti, er(15), exit); · - --
if inf syst + letter u A inf syst +letters A inf syst + 
letter p A inf syst + letter m A inf syst f letter 1 then 
error(tl, er(17), exit); 
if strategy 4 letters A strategy i letter d then error( 
tf, er(16), exit); sym:~ 0 
end read heading; 
integer procedure restart; 
begin nlcr; nlcr; printtext( 
{:if you want to try it with another strategy,:/,); n1cr; 
printtext({then give a new heading else print o,i); n1cr; 
read heading; noel:= noax + noth; 
lopo:= axiom[nocl] + 2 X clause[axiom[nocl]]; 




integer procedure additional time; 
begin printtext('.;fhow much more time do you want to spend~); 
nlcr; proof time:~ proof time+ think time; sym:= 0; 
think time:= read1(r~~d sym, syrn); 
if think time< 0 then restart else start:= time; 
aaditional time:= er--
end; 
procedure time control; 
if think time< time - s~~:rt, then error( 
'fl', er(102), g on line then 'acicITtional-time else exit); 
boolean proc~g.ure cons"!;;$J.t(s); values; integers; 
comment a0, ..... e9 , 0, 1 , ~ • o ; - · 
constant:= s < 10 Vs> 100 As< 150; 
boolean proc~g.ure function(s); values; integers; 
comment ro, •••• j9; 
function:= s > 150 As< 200; 
boolean proc~g.ure predicate(s); values; integers; 
comment kO, •••• r9; 
predicate:= s > 200 As< 280; 
boolean proceg.ure variable(s); values; integers; 
comment s0,ooeoZ9; 
variable:= s > 280 As< 360; 
integer procedure lopoplus1; 
begin lopoplus1:= lopg~= lopo + l;._tf lopo = hipo then 
error({:}, er(101), if on line ~restart~ exit) 
end; 
integer procedure hipomin1; 
begin hipomin1:= hipo~=:: hipo - 1;_i:f lopo = htp9_then 
error({:}, er(101), if on line then restart else exit) 
end; 
procedure deaf; 
begin on:= on line; on line~= false end; 
procedure hear; if on then on line:= true; 
integer procedure readsym; 
begin boolean comment; 
comment:= false; 
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1: sym~= resym; deaf; prsym(sym); hear; if sym = apos then 
begin comment:= lcomment; goto 1 end; 
if comment V sym = new linev'sym = tabsym V sym ::c space sym 
tnen goto l; 
Tf'sym = left bracket then bracket counter:= bracket counter 
+1 else if sym = right bracket then bracket counter:= 
bracket counter - 1 ; -
if (sym = colon V sym = period V sym = orsym) A bracket 
counter t O then 
begin bracketcounter:= O; error({:}, er(12), nothing) end; 
if sym > 36 A sym < 63 then sym:= sym - 27; 
readsym~ = sym --
~ read sym; 
procedure error(diagnosis, action, termination); 
string diagnosis; integer action, termination; 
begin 
integer procedure create(expr), integer expr; 
comment create is used to bring expr to life; 
create:= expr; 
nlcr; printtext(diagnosis); create(action); nlcr; 
create(termination) 
end error; 
integer procedure exit; 
begin exit:=== o; 
if on line then isstockp:z O else if sym + period then 
Tor sym:= reaiisym while sym :p period do ; nlcr; goroe'x 
en"'a:'; 
integer procedure print(x); value x; integer x; 
begin integer i, j, xd; 
integer array h[1:8]; 
print:= x; if x < 0 then prsym(65); x:= abs(x); xd:= x div 10; 
for i:= 1, i+ 1 whi'I'ex > 0 do 
oegin j:= i; h[i]:= x - xd X To; x:= xd; xd:= x div 10 end; 
for i~= j step - 1 until 1 do prsym(h[i]) 
end print; -- -
integer procedure er(n); value n; integer n; 
comment for use as 9action' in 1error 9 ; 
begin nlcr; tab; prsym(sym); tab; printtext(ferror i); 
er:= print(n); nlcr 
end er; 
integer procedure nothing; comment for use in 'error'; 
nothing:= o; 
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procedure read theory; 
begin integer axi, olopo, ohipo; 
procedure initialize; 
begin integer i; 
olopo:= lopo:= O; ohipo:= hipo:= maxcl + 1; execute:= true; 
noax:= noth:= noel:= - 1; 
for i:= 150 step 1 until 279 do nopar[i]:= - 1 
endinitialize;- -
integer procedure lopo plus1; 
begin lopo plus1:= lopo:= lopo + 1; 
if lopo > hipo then error({::}, er(1), exit) 
end; - -
integer procedure hipo min1; 
begin hipo min 1 := hipo:= hipo - 1; 
if lopo > hipo then error({::}, er(1)~ exit) 
end; - -
integer procedure no execution(but go onJ if); label but go on; 
boolean if; connnent for use as 'termination' in 1error 1 ; 
begin execute:= false; no execution:= o; 
1: if if then goto but go on else 
begin rean:-sym; goto 1 end --
end no execution; --
integer procedure no execution on line version(but go on, if, 
next clause); label but go on, next clause; boolean if; 
begin connnent if an error is found in the on line input: the 
last clause is read again; 
no execution on line version:= O; if on line then 
begin axi:= axi .... 1; nlcr; lopo:= oiopo; hipo:= ohipo; 
bracket counter:= o; printtext(..P.ast clause again::!,); 
nlcr; isstockp:= sym:= o; goto next clause 
end --
else no execution(but go on, if) 
end no execution on line version; 
integer procedure read clause; 
comment gives the address of a clause in clause[]; 
begin integer nolJ re; 
integer procedure no execution(but go on, if); 
label but go on; boolean if; 
no execution:= no execution on line version(but go on, 
if, next clause); 
rc 
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connnent now both versions look the same; 
integer procedure read literal; 
begin connnent gives the address of a literal; 
boolean negation; 
integer predsym, pp; 
integer procedure read identifier; 
begin connnent gives the code of an identifier; 
integer identifier; 
if' sym < 1 0 then 
oegin read identifier:= - read1(readsym, sym); 
goto identifier read 
en~ 
if sym < 10 V sym > 35 then error( 
~ 9 er(2), no executiontIT'sym = orsym then next 
literal else if sym = colon then next clause else 
execution, syni"= orsym V sym = colon V sym = penod)); 
read identifier:= identifier:= 10 x sym; read sym; 
if sym < 1 0 then 
oegin if sym<4 then read identifier:= identifier+ 
sym eise -
beginerror({:}, er(3), no execution(here, true)); 





end read identifier; 
integer procedure read term; 
begin connnent gives the address of a term; 
integer term; 
term:= read identifier; 
if 7( constant( term) V function(term) V variable( term)) 
Bien error( 
~er(4), no execution(if sym = orsym then next 
literal else if sym = coion then next clause else 
execution, Synl"" orsym V sym = colon V sym = period)); 
read term:= hipo min 1; clause[hipo]:= term; 
if function(term) then read parameters(term); 
end read term; --
procedure read parameters(pred or fun); value pred or fun; 
integer pred or fun; 
begin integer pari; 
pari:= O; if sym = left bracket then 
begin readsym; 
next parameter: read term; pari:= pari + 1; 
if sym = connna then 
begin read sym; goto next parameter end 
else if sym + ri~bracket then error( 
~er("5), no execution(if sym = orsym then next 
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literal else if sym = colon then next clause else 
execution, syjn= orsym V sym = colon V eym = 
period)) else read sym 
end; -
!rnopar[pred or f1n1] = - 1 then nopar[pred or f1n1] := 
pari else if nopar[pred or f1n1] + pari then error( 
{:}, er{DJ,no execution(if sym = orsym then next 
literal else if sym = colon then next clause else 
execution, syin= orsym V sym = colon V sym = period)) 
~ read parameters; 
read literal:= O, 
if sym + colon A sym f orsym then error( 
-:rf, er(1o), no execution(if sym = colon V sym = orsym 
then here else execution,sym = colon V sym = orsym 
Vsym = period) ) else read sym; 
here: if sym = negsym then 
beginnegation~= true; read sym end 
else negation:= faI'se; predsym:=-'read identifier; 
11"""ipredicate(pred sym) then error( 
1$', er(7), no execution( if sym = orsym then next literal 
else if sym = colon thennext clause el~ 
execution, sym = orsym V sym = colon Vsym = period)); 
read literal:= lopo plus 1; 
clause[lopo]:= if negation then - pred sym else pred sym; 
pp:= hipo min 1;read parameters(abs(pred sym)J; 
lopo plus 1; clause[lopo]:= pp; clause[pp]:= pp - hipo 
end read literal; 
if sym = comma then readsym else if sym = bar then 
oegin noax: = axi - 1 ; readsym end-
else if sym = period then -
oeginif noax = - 1 t'li'.eilerror({::1-, er(14), exit) else 
beginnocl:= axi -l;noth:= noel - noax; goto execution 
end 
encl'.;" 
IT""sym < 10 then 
'begin if axifread1(read sym, sym) then error( 
&, er(8), no execution(if sym = colon then here else 
execution, sym = colon Vsym = period))-
end 
else error( 
~er(9), no execution(if sym = colon then here else 
execution, sym = colon Vsym = period)); olopo:= lopo; 
ohipo:= hipo; 
here: read clause:= re:= lopo plus1; nol:= O; 
next literal: read literal; nol:= nol + 1; 
if sym = orsym tRen goto next literal; clause[rc]:= nol; 
next clause: - -
end read clause; 
initialize; 
for axi:= 1 step 1 1n1til maax do 
begin history[axi]:= o; olopo:= lopo; ohipo:= hipo; 
axiom[axi]:= read clause 
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end; 
execution: if sym + period then error( 
-H,, er(13T, exit) else if 7execute then error( 
{::I,, er(11), exit) - -
end read theory; 
integer procedure print identifier(i); value i; integer i; 
if i < 0 then print( - i) else 
begin-conmi.erit i is the cod'eo1 an identifier; 
integer s, d; 
print identifier:= i; s:= i div 10; d:= i - s X 10; prsym(s); 
if d > 0 then prsym(d); prsiiiit93) 
end print identifier; 
integer procedure print term(t); value t; integer t; 
begin comment tis the address of a term, this procedure 
delivers the highest address lower than t which does not 
belong to the complete term; 
integer term; 
term:= clause[t]; print identifier(term); 
print term:= if function(term) then print parameter 
list(term, t =-1) else t .... 1 --
end print term; 
integer procedure print parameter list(pred or fun, pl); 
value pred or fun, pl; integer pred or fun, pl; 
if nopar[pred or fun]> 0 then 
begin comment pred or fun is the code of an identifier of a 
predicate or function,pl is the place in clause[] where its 
parameter list beginsc as in print term the procedure 
delivers the first value which does not belong to the 
parameter list; 
integer i, npf; 
npf:= nopar[pred or fun]; prsym(left bracket); 
for i: = 1 step 1 until npf - 1 do 
oegin pl:= print term(pl); prsyni("comma) end; 
print parameter list:= print term(pl); prsym(right bracket) 
end print parameter list · 
else print parameter list:= pl; 
integer procedure print literal(l); value l; integer l; 
begin comment 1 is the address of a literalo print literal 
delivers the first value bigger than 1 which does not 
belong to the literal.that means: if 1 is not the last 
literal of the clause then print literal delivers the 
address of the next one; 
integer pred; 
pred:= abs(clause[l]); if clause[l] < 0 then prsym(negsym); 
print identifier(pred);-
print parameter list(pred., clause[l + 1] - 1 ); 
print literal:= 1 + 2 
ehd print literal; 
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procedure print clause(address in clause); 
value address in clause; integer address in clause; 
begin integer i, n of lit; 
n of lit:= cla:use[address in clause] - clause[address in 
clause] div 100 X 100; if n of lit = 0 then 
begin prsym(100); prsymTf01); goto clause printed end; 
address in clause:= address in~a:use + 1; -
for i:= 1 step 1 until n of lit - 1 do 
oegin address in clause:= print literal(address in clause); 
prsym( orsym) 
end; 
print literal(address in clause); 
clause printed: 
~ print clause; 
procedure print axiom(address in axiom); value address in axiom; 
integer address in axiom; 
begin nlcr; print(address in axiom); prsym(colon); 
print clause(axiom[address in axiom]) 
end; 
integer procedure last of(term); value term; integer term; 
if lfunction(clause[term]) then 




'oegin comment last of gives the last address which still 
does belong to term; 
integer i, lo, nopart; 
nopart:= nopar[clause[term]]; lo:= term; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until nopart do lo:= last of(lo .... 1); 
last of:= Ic,'" 
end last of; 
integer procedure subsym(term or pred, last term or pred, 
stackp, address, substack); value term or pred; 
integer term or pred, last term or pred, stackp, address; 
integer array substack; 
begin integer t, clt; 
procedure recursion(term); value term; integer term; 
begin stackp:= stackp + 1; substack[stackp,1]:= term; 
substack[stackp,2]:= last of(term) 
end recursion; 
if term or pred ~ last term or pred then 
oegin stackp: = .... 1 ; last term or pred: = term or pred; 
if stackp = - 1 then 
begin _!! predicate{abs( clause[ term or pred])) ~ 
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begin stackp:= stackp + 1; 
substack[stackp., 1] :~ clause[term or pred + 1] - 1; 
substack[stackp.,2]:= clause[term or pred + 1] 
clause[clause[term or pred + 1]]; 
address:= term or pred; 
clt:= subsym:= abs(clause[term or pred]); goto ready 
end else recursion(term or pred) 
encf'"'""" --
en'a.';' 
re: if substack[stackp,1] < substack[stackp,2] then 
beg!n stackp: = stackp - 1 ; if stackp > - 1 then goto re end; 
if stackp = - 1 then - -- --
oegin address:= "ac!c!ress - 1; clt:= - 1 ooo; subsym:= 1 ooo; 
goto ready 
ena:;-
k:~dress:= t:= substack[stackp,1]; substack[stackp,1]:= t - 1; 
clt:= clause[t]; if variable(clt) then 
begin if substitution[clt] > 0 the~ 
beginrecursion(substitution[c!tT); goto k end 
end; --
subsym: = cl t; 
ready: 
end subsym; 
integer procedure subsym1(term or pred); value term or pred; 
integer term or pred; 
subsym1:= subsym(term or pred, last term or pred1, stackp1, 
address1, substack1); 
integer procedure subsym2(term or pred); value term or pred; 
integer term or pred; 
subsym2:=- subsym(term or pred, last term or pred2, stackp2, 
address2, substack2); 
boolean procedure unifiable(pred1, pred2); value pred1, pred2; 
integer pred.1, pred2; 
begin last term or pred1:= last term or pred2:= 0; 
begin integer t1, t2, j; 
boolean procedure substitution control(var, i); value var; 
integer var, 1; 
begin comment delivers true if a substitution is still 
possible else false, a side effect is that the 
substitution is noted down in substitution[]; 
integer parcount, u, subvar; 
subvar:= if i = 1 then address1 else address2; 
if lfunction(if i -;;;--,-then t1 else t2) then 
begin substitution con~:= true; --
substitution[var]~= subvar; goto ready 
end; --
, parcount~= nopar[ if i = 1 then t1 else t2]; 
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if parcount = 0 then goto true; 
l:u:= if i = 1 then subsym1 (pred1) else subsym2(pred2); 
parcount: = parcount .... 1 + ( if func'B:ori( u) then nopar[ u] 
else o); - -
Tiu= var then substitution control:= false else if 
parcollllt > CJ"tiien goto 1 else - -
true: --- -




end substitution control; 
for j:= 280 step 1 until 359 do substitution[j]:= o; 
1:-:ri~= subsym1(pred1); t2:= suosym2(pred2); 
if t1 = 1000 V t2 = 1000 then 
oegin if t1 = 1000 /\ t2 =lM0 then unifiable:= true end 
else iTt1 = t2 then goto 1 elseTI (if variable"{t;j then 
substTtution controt(:rr;-2) else R variable(t2) then-
substitution control(t2, 1) else false) then gotolelse 
unifiable~= false -- -- -
end 
enctu'.n.ifiable; 
procedure tell history(cl); value cl; integer cl; 
if history[cl] > 0 then 
oegin integer prcl1, prcl2, prcl; 
prcl1:= history[cl] div maax; 
prcl2:= history[ cl] =r;rcl 1 X ma.ax; if' prcl 1 < prcl2 then 
begin prcl:= prcl1; prcl1:= prcl2; prcl2:= prcl end; -
tell history(prc11); tell history(prc12); print axiom(cl); 
printtext({:fromi,); print(prc11); prsym(93); print(prc12); 
history[cl]~= o; 
end tell history; 
procedure iine print(nocl, c1, c2); integer noel, c1, c2; 
begin deaf; print axiom(nocl); printtext(~:fromi,); print(c1); 
prsym(93); print(c2); hear 
end line print; 
procedure lookahead, 
begin integer i; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until noel do if clause[axiom[i]] -
clause [ axiom[ i] ] div 1 00 X 100 -;;-1 then 
begin if clause[axiom[nocl] + 1] = - clause[axiom[ i] + 1] 
then-
begin if unifiable(axiom[i] + 1, axiom[nocl] + 1) then 
beginnocl:= noel+ 1; deaf; nlcr; printtext({:level= i); 
absfixt(4, o, level+ 1); hear; 
axiom[nocl]:= lopoplus1; clause[lopo]:= o; 
line print(nocl, i, noel - 1); 
' history[nocl] :::i i x maax + noel - 1; nlcr; nJ_cr; 
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printtext(ilevel= i); print(level + 1); printtext( 
i proof time= i); print(proof time+ time - start); 
nlcr; tell history(nocl); 





procedure take last; 
begin lopo:= axiom[nocl] - 1; noel:= noel - 1; 
hipo:= clause[lopo] - elause[clause[lopo]] - 1 
end take last; 
procedure resolve(c1, e2); value c1, c2; integer c1, e2; 
begin integer ade1, ade2, lit1, lit2, i, j, k; 
boolean first; 
time control; adc1:= axiom[e1]; adc2:= axiom[c2]; 
lit1:= elause[adc1] - elause[ade1] div 100 x 100; 
lit2:= clause[adc2] - clause[adc2] div 100 x 100; 
first:= true; if lit1 + lit2 - 2 > litno then goto no; 
for i:= Tstepl until lit1 do -- --
for j:= 1 step 1 until lit2 To if clause[adc1 + 2 Xi - 1] = 
::, x clause[ adc2 + 2 x j - TI men 
begin if first then --
beginmake di11'(ade1, ade2); first:= false end; 
if unifiable(ade1 + 2 Xi - 1, adc2 + 2 x j-=:-1) then 
oegin noel:= noel+ 1; if noel= maax then 
begin nlcr; print(lopoj; print(hipo)r-error( 
{$, er(101), if on line then restart else exit); 
end; - - -
JT°'lit1 + lit2 = 2 then 
oegin axiom[noel]:= lopoplus1; elause[lopo]:= o; 
line print(nocl, c1, e2); 
history[nocl]:= e1 x maax + e2; nlcr; nlcr; printtext( 
ilevel= i); print(level); printtext( 
f proof time= i); print(proof time+ time - start); 
nlcr; tell history(nocl); 
if on line then restart else exit 
end; 
lopoplus1; axiom[nocl]:= lopo; 
clause[lopo]:= lit1 + lit2 - 2 + level X 100; 
fork:= 1 step 1 until lit1 do if k =I= i then 
"begin if rmake resolvent(adcl+2 X k) then goto no end; 
for k:-;;-1 step 1 until lit2 do if k t- j then-
"begin if rmake resolvent(adc2+2 X k) then goto no end; 
if litl+ lit2 = 3 then -- -- -
"begin if notdupl then 
beginline print(nocl, c1, c2); 





if notaut then 
oegin if notdupl then 
beginline print(nocl, c1, c2); 







procedure make diff(c1, c2); value c1, c2; integer c1, c2; 
begin integer i, j, lit, ad, adr, cl, k, sub; 
for i:= 280 step 1 until 359 do substitution[i]:= 0; 
!It:= clauseTcfT - clause[c1]ciiv 100 x 1 oo; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until lit do -
'6egin adr:= clause[c1 + 2 x7".]; ad:= clause[adr]; 
for j:= 1 step 1 until ad do if variable(clause[adr - j]) 
then substitiition[clause[aar :::-j]]:= 1 
ena::;-
ffi:= clause[c2] - clause[c2] div 100 x 100; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until lit do 
"Eegin adr:= clause[c2 + 2 x1]; ad:= clause[adr]; 
for j:= 1 step 1 until ad do 
'Eegin cl:= clause[adr - j];if variable(cl) then 
begin sub:= substitution[cIT; · --
if sub= 0 then substitution[cl]:= 2 else if sub< 0 
tnen clausetii'ar - j] := - sub else if sii'o°=l then 
ror1c= 280 step 1 until 359 ao'Ifsubstitution0c] = 0 
tn.en - --
'6egin substitution[k]~= 1; clause[adr - j]:= k; 







boolean procedure make resolvent(pred); value pred; integer pred; 
begin integer address, nevmot, fudepth, t, parcount; 
make resolvent:= false; parcount:= fudepth:= nevmot:= o; 
address:= pred - i; clause[lopoplus1]:= -clause[address]; 
clause[lopoplus1]:= hipomin1; last term or pred1:= 0; 
subsym1(address); 
fort:= subsym1(address) while t + 1000 do 
'Eegin newnot:= nevmot + 1; clause[hipomin'f]:= t; 
if function(t) then 
begin fudepth:=:riidepth + 1; parcount:= parcount + nopar[t]; 
if fudepth > depth then 
oegin take last; go'tono end 
end -
else parcount:= parcount - 1; 
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if parcount = 0 then fudepth:= 0; 
ena'.; --
clause[clause[lopo]]:= newnot; make resolvent:= true; 
no: 
end make resolvent; 
boolean procedure notdupl; 
begin integer i, j, k, n, lit, ad1, ad2, no1, no2, no; 
boolean yes; 
notdupl:= true; ad1 := axiom[nocl] - 1; 
lit:= clause[ad1 + 1] - clause[ad1 + 1] div 100 x 100; 
noel:= noel - 1; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until noel do if clause[axiom(i]] 
ciause[axiom[i]] div 100 x 1m'5 ~lit then 
begin ad2:= axiomm - 1; 
for j:= 1 step 1 until lit do 
oegin yes:= true; -
for k:= 1 step 1 until lit do 
oegin if clause[ad1 + 2 X jr= clause[ad2 + 2 X k] then 
beginno1:= clause[ad1 + 2 X j + 1]; 
no2:= clause[ad2 + 2 X k + 1]; no:= clause[no1]; 
for n:= 0 step 1 until no do if clause[no1 - n] + 





next: if yes 
end; -
goto dupl; 
then goto nex 
nex: 
end; 
noel:= noel+ 1; goto ne; 
dupl: notdupl:= falseT'°nocl:= noel + 1; take last; 
ne: 
end notdupl; 
boolean procedure notaut; 
begin integer i, j, address, lit, term1, term2, ad, k; 
notaut:= true; address:= axiom[nocl]; 
lit:::: clause[address] - clause[address] div 100 X 100; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until lit do 
oegin for j:= i + 1 step 1 until lit do if abs(clause[address 
+ 2 x J .... 1]) = ab's'(crause[address +2X i - 1]) then 
begin term1:= clause[address + 2 x j]; --
term2:= clause[address + 2 Xi]; ad:= clause[term1]; 
fork:= 0 step 1 until ad do if clause[term1 - k] + 
clause[ teriii2= k] then goto no; 
if clause[ address +Tx-:f= 1] = - clause[ address + 2 x 
r .... 1] then 
begin notaut:= false; take last end 
else 
'6'egi'n lit:= lit - 1; 
( 
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clause[address]:= clause[address] - 1; 
fork:= address+ 2 X j + 1 step 2 until lopo do 
"Eegin clause[k - 1] := clauseTF+ 1] + ad + 1; -
clause[k - 2]:= clause[k] 
end; 
lopo:= lopo - 2; 
for k:= term1 - ad - 1 step - 1 until hipo do clause[k 






boolean procedure bel(ad1, ad2); 
begin integer his1, his2; 
his1:= history[ad2] div rnaax; 
his2:= history[ad2] =-i:i'.is1 x maax; 
bel:= if his1 = ad1 V his2 = ad1 then true else if his1 = 0 
then fa!se else if lbel(ad1, his1jmen bel"'(aaJ,7iis2) 
else true -- - -
end bel_; __ 
boolean procedure belong(address1, address2); 
begin integer lev1, lev2; 
lev1:= clause[axiom[address1]] div 100; 
lev2:= clause[axiom[address2]] div 100; 
belong:= if lev1 > lev2 then beTT'address2; address1) else 
if lev1 <"-I'ev2 then bel(a<iaress1, address2) else fals_e_ 
enabelong; -
procedure fill box(h, f); value h, f; integer h, f; 
begin integer i, j, nol, nor, nol1, nor1, nool; 
level:= h; nool:= noel; deaf; nlcr; printtext(.P.evel= ~); 
print(level); hear; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until nool do 
oegin nor:= clause[axiom[i]];nol:= nor - nor div 100 X 100; 
nor:= nor div 100; 
for j : = i +1 step 1 until nool do 
begin nor1 := clause[axiom[j]]; -
nol1:= nor1 - nor1 div 100 X 100; nor1:= nor1 div 100; 
if nol + nol 1 = f +~A ( nor = h - 1 V nor1 = n=. 1 ) 
'Tiien 




procedure search diagonal; 
begin integer diag, h; 
'for diag:= 1 step 1 until 100 do 
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begin deaf; nlcr; printtext({:diagona1= }); print(diag); hear; 
for h:= diag - 1, diag - 2 step - 1 until 1 do fill 
box( diag - h, h) - -
end; 
printtext({:all resolvents until diag 100 are made::!,) 
end search diag; 
boolean procedure cond(address1, address2); 
cond:= if inf syst = letter u then true else if inf syst = 
letter s then ( if level = 1 then:-(' a<1aressl< noax + noth /\ 
address1 >noaxT\/ (address2 < noax + noth A address2 > noax) 
else true) else if inf syst =-letter p then 
plusp"("aclaress1) vplusp(address2) else ITinf syst = letter m 
then minp(address1) V minp(address2)else if level= 1 
then ( address1 < noax + noth /\ addressf> noax) V 
Taaaress2 < noax + noth /\ address2 > noax) else if address1 > 
noax + notn /\ address2 > noax + noth then belongTaddress1, 
address2) else true; -
procedure search; 
begin integer i, j, noold, nonew; 
nonew:= o; 
for level:= 1 step 1 until 100 do 
"Segin deaf; nlcr; printte:xt({:level= }); absfixt(4, o, level); 
hear; noold:= nonew; nonew:= noel;. 
if noold = nonew then error( 
~, er(103), if onITne then restart else exit); 
for i:= 1 step1 until noriew do -
for j:= (i-rr< noold then nooI'd + 1 else i + 1) step 1 
until nonew do if condtr,"""'j) then resolve(i, j) 
end; -- --
printtext({: all resolvents until level 100 are made ::I,) 
end search; 
boolean procedure minp(address in axiom); 
integer address in axiom; 
begin integer address, number, i; 
minp:= false; address:= axiom[address in axiom]; 
number:= 2 x (clause[address] - clause[address] div 100 X 
100); -
for i:= 1 step 2 until number do if clause[address + i] > 0 
Uien goto no; minp:= true; - ---- -no: 
end minp; 
boolean procedure plusp(address in axiom); 
integer address in axiom; 
begin integer address, number, i; 
i> 
plusp:= false; address:= axiom[address in axiom]; 
number:= 2 X (clause[address] - clause[address] div 100 x 
100); 
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for i:= 1 step 2 until number do if clause[address + i] < 0 
then goto no; plusp: = true; - ----- --no: 
~ plusp; 
number of theories:= if on line then 1 000 000 else read; i:= O; 
1: i:= i + 1; printtext°Gftheory nuriii3eri); print(fTTnlcr; 
isstockp:= O; read heading; read theory; 
cs: start:= time; proof time:= O; 
if strategy= letters then search else search diagonal; 
ex:if i < number of theories then -





3.3. List of error .messages 
Errors in the heading: 
15: Heading incorrect. 
16: Unknown strategy letter. 
17: Unknown inference system letter. 
Errors found during the translation of the theory: 
1: Memory exhausted. 
2: No predicate or term where expected. 
3: Digit> 3 used as ldgli. 
4: No term where expected. 
5: Parameter list not conclud,ed with )·. 
6: Number of parameters of a predicate or function does not agree 
with former occurrences. 
7: No predicate where expected. 
8: Clause number is incorrect. 
9: Clause number is missing. 
10: Literal is not preceded by a colon or by an v. 
11: No execution because there are errors in the input. 
12: -
13: Period is missing. 
14: Bar is missing. 
t 
Errors found during the execution: 
101: Memory exhausted. 
102: Time exhausted. 
103: All resolvents are made but the empty clause was not generated. 
3.4. Examples 
As a comparison between different inference systems and search 
strategies we give here all results of one example, 





4: -,P(x,y,z) v -,P(y,u,v) v 7 P{z,u,w) v P(x,v,w), 
5: --. P{_x,y,z) · v , P(y,u,v) v -, P{x,v,w) v P{z,u,w) I 
6: -, P (j ( x) , x,J ( x) l '.t/u.,6 ,lo .the, ne,ga;te,d .the.ofl..em' • 
Proofs: (all of level 4) 
inf syst. search strategy proof time number of gener-
sec. ated clauses 
u ,6 no proof 704 
u d 53 109 
p ,6 38 81 
p d 38 81 
m, ,6, l ,6 11 38 
m, ,6 , l d 6 26 
1. proof using unrestricted resolution or plus p resolution: 
7 : -, P ( .6 , .6 1 , z l v -, P ( .6 , v, w) v P ( z, h ( .6 1 , v l , w) : ofl..o m 5 and Z 
8: ~ P{g(.61,z),v,w) v P(z,h(.61,v),w): ofl..om 7 and 1 
9: P(w,h{v,v),w): ofl..om 8 and 1 
10: □: ofl..om 9 and 6. 
2. proof using minus p, set of support or .linear resolution with set 
of support: 
7 : --. P ( 1.> , 1.> 1 , j ( I.> Z ) ) v -, P ( I.> 1 , .6 Z , I.> 3 I v -, P ( I.> , .6 3, j ( .6 Z ) I : ofl..o m 6 and 5 
8: -iP(1.>1,1.>Z,v) v ,P(g{1.>1,j(.6Z)),v,j{.6Z)): ofl..om 7 and 1 
9: --. P(v,1.>Z,v) :ofl..om 8 and 1 
10: □: ofl..om 9 and Z. 
Mendelson [2] gives on page 40, a theory 11 (an axiom system for the 
propositional calculus). v and, are the primitive connectives. A ::J B 
is used as an abbreviation for -, A v B. There are four axioms: 
1. A V A ::) A, 
2. A ::) A V B, 
3, A V B ::) B V A, 
4." (B::JC) ::J ( A VB ::J A vC ) • 
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The only rule of inference is modus ponens. As an exercise there is 
asked to prove in 11: A v ,A .. We did this exercise with the theorem-
prover (in 228 seconds). 
Input: 
300, V, P, 5, 3, 
.1: P(H(F(X,X)~X)) 'AXIOM1', 
Z: P(H(X,F(X,Y))) 'AXIOMZ', 
3: P(H(F(X,Y} ,F(Y,X) J) 'AXIOM3', 
4: P(H(H(Y,Z),H(F(X,Y),F(X,Z)))) 'AXIOM4', 
5:-,P(H(X,YJJ v P(F(G(XJ,Y}) 'H(X,Y) IS SHORT', 
6:-iP(F(G(XJ,Y)} v P(H(X,YJ) 'FOR F(G(Xl,Y)', 
7:-,P(H(X,Y)) v -iP(X) v P(Y) 'MOVLJS PONENS'/ 
8: ~P(F(A,G(A) J J .'NEGATEV THEOREM'. 
proof: 
9: -,P(H(S,S1) J v P(H(F(S3,S) ,F(S3,S1) J J.: FROM 1 and 4 
10: P(H(F(SZ,F(Z,ZJJ,F(SZ,ZJ)J: FROM 9 and 1 
11: P(F(G(SZJ ,F(SZ,YJ J): FROM 5 and Z 
7z:-,P(H(F(G(S),F(S,S1)),S3)) v P(S3): FROM 11 and 1 
73: P(F(G(Zl ,Z)): FROM 10 and 12 
14: -, P ( F ( S, S 1) ) v P ( F ( S 1 , S) ) : FROM 1 and 3 
75: P(F(Z,G(ZJ) ): FROM 13 and 14 
16: □: FROM 15 and 8. 
We used the theorem prover to prove that for every set x, xnx = x. As 
axioms we took: 
1. v~, Y ;I z xny = z, 
2. Vx, y :I z xuy = z, 
3, Vx, y xny = ynx, 
4. Vx, y xuy = yux, 
5. 'lfx, y, z xn(ynz) = (xny) nz, 
6. Vx, y, z xu(yuz) = (xuy) uz, 
7. Vx, y xn(xuy) = x, 
8. Vx, y xu(xny) = x. 
,, 
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In the input P(x,y,z) could be interpreted as: xny = z, and Q(x,y,z) 
as xuy = z. 
Input: 
100, d, p, 6, 3, 
1: P(x,y,6(x,y)), 
2: Q(x,y,g(x,y)), 
3: ,P(x,y,z) v P(y,x,z), 
4: ,Q(x,y,z) v Q(y,x,z), 
5: ,P(x,u.,w) v , P(y,z,u.J v , P{x,y,v) v P{v,z,w) 'a.xJ..om 5a. I I 
6: ,P(v,z,w) v -, P{x,y,v) v -, P(y,z,µ.) v P{x .u.,w) 'a.xJ..om 5b I I 
7: ,Q(x,u.,w) V -, Q(y,z,u.) v -,Q(x,y,v) v Q{v,z,w) 'a.xJ..om 6a.' I 
8 : 7 Q ( V, z ,w l v , Q{x,y,v) V I Q(y I Z 1 U.) v Q(x,u.,w) 'a.xJ..om 6b', 
9:.,Q(x,y,z) v P{x,z,x) 'a.xJ..om 7', 
10:-,P(x,y,z) v Q(x,z,x) 'a.xJ..om 8_' I 
11:..., P(a.,a.,a.) 'ne.ga.:te.d .th.e.one.m' • 
proof: (in 3 seconds) 
12: Q(-6, 6 (-6 ,-6 7 l ,-6 l : 6nom 1 a.nd 10 
13: P( ✓.s, ✓.s, ✓.s)': 6nom 12 a.nd 9 
14: □ = 6nom 13 a.nd 11. 
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4. Possible extensions to the program 
1. Instead of restricting the inference system to a resolution rule 
only, one can add another inference rule called factoring. If a 
clause A contains a literal 1 and a literal k of the same sign and 
1 .and k have a most general unifier cr, then one can infer as 
factor a new clause (A-{l})cr. Factoring combined with a resolution 
rule gives a complete inference system. 
2. We might implement more advanced search strategies. For example 
the upward diagonal search strategy. This is a diagonal search 
strategy i.e., all clauses of cost g are generated before genera-
ting any clause of cost g + 1. But the order of generating clauses 
of the same cost (diagonal) can be changed~ 
In section 2.figure 1 we draw up all clauses of complexity 1 and 
cost g first, then those of complexity 2 and so on. Upward diagonal 
search generates clauses of let us say complexity g and cost g 
first, if possible; if we then generate a clause of complexity f 
and cost g {g>f) we must thereafter generate all clauses of cost g 
and complexity> f. (See [2] and [1].) 
3, The program either yields the answer yes or it does not stop. If 
the answer is yes the way the null clause was found is printed. 
Sometimes (for example in applications to question-answering 
systems) we want to know more: namely, we want to know which sub-
stitutions were made: 
Example: 
Theorem: 3xR(x); negation: Vx,R(x). 
If we know the substitutions performed during the proof we can 
know what x satisfies the condition R. 
Green [3] has suggested to replace the negated theorem T by 
T V ANSWER ( ••• ) where the parameters of ANSWER are all the varia-
bles occurring in T. Instead of deriving the null clause we then 
derive a clause that only contains the predicate ANSWER: the terms 
of ANSWER then display the substitutions performed on the respec-
tive variables. 
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Another way to get information consists of extracting the informa-
tion from the resolution tree after the null clause has been found; 
this has been suggested by Nilsson and Luckham [4]: 
In the resolution tree, at every place where the negated theorem 
occurs, it is replaced by a tautology; if the negated theorem, for 
example,_ is P(x,y), we replace it by P{x,y) v --tP{x,yl. 
Instead of deriving the null clause, then the theorem is derived 
that has been proved, where Skolemfunctions are handled in a 
specific way. The advantage of this method to that of Green is 
that we do not need to take the literal ANSWER with us during the 
whole search and yet we find the same or even more information. 
4. Before using resolution rules we can split the theorem into a 
number of separate subtheorems which are independent and each of 
which is easier to prove. This we call the use of subgoals as 
mentioned by Ernst [5]. 
5. One can think of implementing a special rule for easier handling 
of the equality symbol. Something has been done using para.modulation 
[6] or E-resolution but not many practical results have been ob-
tained. 
6. Apart from the theorem proving program we can think of a program 
which translates sentences in first order predicate logic into 
clause form or even from a subset of Dutch into first order logic 
and then into clauses. 
7. We want to apply other artificial intelligence techniques to theo-
rem proving: for example the and-or-tree strategy of Slagle [7] 
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